CAMPING REGULATIONS
By buying an entrance ticket for and/or by entering the camping, the camping visitor agrees to these
camping regulations and the house rules. The camping regulations are an addition to the House rules
of Absolutely Fresh. Absolutely Fresh reserves the right to revise these camping regulations. These
camping regulations are subject to the General Conditions for Visitors of Absolutely Fresh. Violation of
the camping regulations and/or the house rules can lead to denial of access to the camping site and
the event site without refund. In case of doubt or discussion, the organization has final say.
Own risk
Entering and staying on the camping site is at your own risk. Absolutely Fresh does not accept any
liability for any physical or material damage.
Entrance ticket and access
Access to the camping is only granted on presentation of a valid entrance ticket and a valid ID (driving
license, passport or identity card). The entrance ticket is strictly personal.
Rules of conduct camping
Campsite visitors must at all times follow the instructions of the camping hosts, organization, security
and emergency services. When placing the tent, emergency exits, paths for the emergency services
and passageways must be kept clear and instructions from the camping hosts must be followed.
Wrongly placed tents will be moved by the campsite hosts without the owner's permission. In the
event of a reasonable suspicion of the presence of prohibited items (as defined in the house rules and
camping regulations) in a tent, the organization may request permission from (one of) the tenant(s) to
check the tent. In the event of refusal, the organization reserves the right to deny the tenant(s) of the
tent in question access to the campsite and festival grounds and to remove the tenant(s) from the
grounds without refund. Finally: use your common sense and do not endanger others!

It is ALLOWED to take the things in the list below with you to the camping.
➢ Wheelbarrows and trolleys that fit through the visitation gates
➢ Kegs of 5L with integrated taps are allowed, but please note the limit per person for bringing
drinks. The allowed quantity can be found on the website
➢ Small disposable barbecues (can only be used on the barbecue spots)
➢ Small camping gas bottles (guideline: Campingaz 901 - 0.4 kg) and gas cartridges for camping
stoves
➢ Cutlery: table knives, forks, spoons
➢ Rubber hammer for tent pegs

It is FORBIDDEN to take the things in the list below with you to the camping.
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Shopping carts
Cars, bicycles, motorcycles, scooters, trailers etc.
(Steam) generators, batteries, car batteries, etc.
Beer draft installations
(Large) sound systems
Glass or other sharp objects
Weapons or objects that can be used as weapons
Drugs or other narcotic substances or substances which can be used as drugs
Open fire, fireworks, campfires or large BBQs
Large gas bottle/cylinders
Dry ice and laughing gas cartridges
Graffiti, confetti, party poppers, paint etc.
Pets
Merchandise of any kind without permission of the organization
Promotional material of other events (flyers, stickers, posters, banners etc.)
Drones and professional photo & video equipment
Everything that is prohibited by Dutch law

